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THE NEGATIVE THRUST AND TORQUE OF SEVERAL FULL-SCALE PROPELLERS
AND THEIR APPLICATION TO VARIOUS FLIGHT PROBLEMS

By EDWIN P. HAETMANand DAm Bmmum

SUMM.4RY

A’egatire thrust and torque datafor i?-, $, and &blade
metal propellers hating Clark 3? and R. A. F. 6 airj%il
sections were obtained from test8 in the AT. A. C. A.
20$oot tunnel. The propellers uwe mounted in front oj
a radial engine nacelle and the blade-angle.s4tingscorered
in the tests rangedfrom 16° to 90°. One propetler was
also tested at blade-an@ eeti”ng~of 0°, 6“, and 10°.

A considerable portion of the report deals with the
rart”ousapplication of the negatire thrwt and torque to
jlight problems. A controllable propeller i~ shown to
hare a number of interesting, and pmhapa raluable, use8
within the negative thrust and torque range of operation.
A small amount of engt”ne-friction data h included to
facilitate the application of the propeller data.

NTRODUCTION

In 1932 the h?. A. C. A. made a series of tests of a
4-foot metal propeller covering the negative thrust and
torque range of operation for blade angles horn –23°
to 22°. These data (reference 1) have been used to a
considerable extent though it became etient saon
after their publication that the tests had not been
carried far enough into the range of positi~e blade
angIes to provide aII the data required by designers.
Contemporarily with the tests of reference 1, u series
of dive tests was made by the h’. A. C. A. of an F6C-4
airplane to determine the possibilities of using the pro-
peIIer in reducing the terminal diving speeds of militsrg
airplanes. From these tests (reference 2) ticient
propeller data were obtained to provide a set of nega-
tive thrust and torque curves comring a range of blade
angles from 6° to 22°. In 1936 the negati~e thrust
and torque characteristics of an Winch propeller
mounted on a complete airplane model were obtained
at the California Institute of Tecbnology (reference 3].
The tests covered a blade-angle range from 12° to 50°
and both 2- and 3-blade propelIera were tested. These
three sources provide most of the available knonm data
on the negative thrust and torque of metal propelleua.

& the possibilities connected with the use of ccm-
trolIable propellers ha~e becomei more fully realized,
the negative thrust and torque range of propeller

operation has received an increasing share of the
designer’s attention. It appeared desirable to make
additions to the meager supply of data in this field of
propehr operation. A study of negative thrust and
torque was therefore made a part of a general full-scale
propeller-research program being conducted in the
N. A. C. A. 20-foot twmel.

The final data are presented in this report in a form
conwnientiy applicable to the solution of design prob-
lems. Since the negative thrust of a viindmilling pro-
pelIer depends upon its rate of rotation, which in turn
depends upon the friction torque of the engine, it is
obvious that information with regard to engine friction
is necessmy for the ready use of. the data. A certain
amount of friction data, gleaned from various sourcEs,
has been incIuded and should enable a reasonable esti-
mate to be made witi regard to the friction charac-
teristics of an engine if particular and exact data are
not available. As a further means of increasing the
utiIity of the materkd, examples are included show@g
how the data may be used for attacking various
problems.

APPARATUS AND METHODS

General.-The tests were made in the N. A. C. A.
20-foot wind tunneI described in reference 4. The air
speed at which the tests were made varied between 100
and 110 miIes per hour, which is the ma.xinmm speed of
the tunneL

The propelkrs were mounted on a -water-cooled
Cm-ties Conqueror GIV 1570-C engine, the direction of “”-
rotation of which had been reversed to accommodate the
right-hand propellers available for the tests. The
engine was enclosed in a dummy radial engine naceUe
having a length of about 10 feet and a maximum diam-
eter of 52 inches. The air-coded cylinders were
sinmhded by a perforated disk whose conductivity, or
free-air passage, approximated that of a moderately
baflied engine inhlhtion. A photograph of the set-up
is shown in figure 1.

The variations of engine speed, when the engine was
being turned by the propelIer, were obtained by the use
~f a hydraulic brake from an automobile truck. The
brake drum was attached to the propeller shaft and the
fioe mechanism to the engine gear ease.
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Propellers.-Six diflerent pmpehs of modem d~gn,
comprising two sets of propellers with 2, 3, and 4
blades, were tested. All the propellers tested had the
same diameter (10 feet), blade width, blade thickness,
plan form, and pitch distribution. The propellers were
of Navy design having Navy drawing numbers 6868-9
and 5868–R6. The 5868–9 propellers had Clark Y
airfoil sections and the 5868–R6 propdlera had R, A. F.
6 sections. The blade-form curves for the propelks
are given in figure 2, which also shows the plan form and
airfoil section5.

Method.—The torque and thrust forces were meas-
ured by scaIes in the balance house on the tedxhamber
floor. The engine speed was measured by an electrical
tachometer, the meter of which was located beside the
engine controls in the balance house. The engine
controLs were hydrmdically operatwl.

FIGUREL—The propellertest set-uP.

During tests, the tunnel speed was held substa-n-
tialIy constamt and the engine throttled step by step
to zero throttle opening; the switch was then cut and the
braking force applied in increments until the propeI1er
stopped. Through this process, readings were taken
at frequent intervals producing a continuous curve in
the plotted data. The foregoig method was used fo~
blade anglm up to 70°, beyond which only the drag and
torque of the locked propeller could be obtained.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Coefficients and symbols.—The thrust and torque
coefficient forms used in plotting the data in this report
are as foIIows:

l’.– “
pvm

where Te= T—AD, effective thrust, lb.

2’, thrust-of propeIIcr (axial forco in propeller
shaft), lb,

A~, change in drag of airplano or body due to
slipstream, lb.

Q, aerodynamic torque (negative when it assists
rotation), ft.-lb.

A!AI’76 -------clerkY

B/odecrasssection ,4E. .

q/R

FImntB 2—Bledeforrn curw for pmpellere 5S5S-9and 5Sd8-R& l?, dlarneleq
1?,KKUueto the tiE r, station radhss;& sesiion chord; k, SectIon thickncw p,
gwmetic pitch; 8, blada twle.

D, propeller diameter, ft.
V, air speed, f. p. s.
n, propeller speed, r. p.s.
p, mass density of air, shqga per cu. fL.

Negative thrust and torque charts.-Tho principal
remdfs of the tests are shown in figures 3 to 9. I?igurcs
3,4, and 5 pr=ent cross- f~ired curves giving tic thrust
and torque coticients for the Clark Y propellers having
2,3, and 4 blades. Figures 0, 7,8, and 9 proscnt similm
cuves for the R. A. F. 6 propeHers. Im addition to W
range covered by the other propeHers, the 3-blado
R. A. F. 6 propeller tests covered the blade angles 10°,
5°, and 0° (~. 8).
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FIGUEE 3.-Ne@iw thrustand torque meftlckt.s for PM@k 5%X+ Clsrk Y sectimb2bMes-
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Although the original plotted curves of thrust and Comparison of propellers having 2, 3, and 4 blades,—
torque coefficient were, in general, fairly smooth, the A comparison of propellera having 2, 3, and 4 Mades is
few irregularities in some of the curves and their spacing ahown in figure 12. The coeficicnti of the three pro-
made it seem desi.rable to cross-fair them. An iHus- pellers were divided by the number of Mades and then
tration of the appearance of one of the typical original rmdtiplied by 2 to permit compmis.on on the basis of

o
nD/V

.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6
0 0 0
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z z
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FIOIJFUKL–TYptod @r of nemtive W and fomue -VW *ti ~ FIGURE 11.-Cahmrfson of thmtandtaaue cueffldenb fM WOpdka IISVIJIC13u~
rmfnh. Propel18rWS-0, 8 bloda set W at 0.76R.

plots is given in- figure 10 b show the extent of the
dispersion of the test-points.

Comparison of Clark Y and IL A, F. 6 propeller ohar-
act eristics. —It will be noted that, in general, the vahms
of thrust and torque coefficients are greater for the
C1ark Y propellers than for the R. A. F. 6 propeba.

R.yv
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Qc
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-.005

Y and R..~ F. 6 @iOM; 8-bMe, 104W PmWum fct ~“ at 0.75R. ‘-

two blades. The curves in figure 12 show no consiatcnt
variation, probably owing to the process of cross-
fairing. They do ahow that, compared on this basis,
there is no great difhrence between tho cho.mcteristics
of propellers with 2, 3, and 4 blades.

(loeillcients for locked propellers,-l?igure 13 shows

FIGURE12.—ComPnrkonof thrust and torqw cooitlclentsfor PKUMlla?sbmfng !A S,and FmIXE I&-Tbrwt cd torque coeilideota w1tb PWMIICI
4 bfadeaof Clark Y aeetfon;set 24!0at 0.76R. locked (nDfV-O); blada.

For an easier comparison, figure 11 was prepared to
show the thrust-coefEcient and torque-coefficient curves
for the 3-blade Clark Y and R. A. F. 6 propellem set at
a blade angle of 25°. At zero nDJV, the thrust coefE-
cients of the two propellers are nearly the same;
however, the diilkrence in the shapes of the two
sections (see ~. 2) causes a cmsiderable difbrence
in both thrust and torque tlwoughout most of the
nDIV range.

the thrust and torque coetlkienta, at ~#==0 (propclIer

locked) and through a 90° blade-anglo range, for both
the R. A. F. 6 and Cku-k Y 3-blade propeltere.

The difference in the torque curves, which is negligiMo
at 0° tid quiti large at high angles, may be attributed
to the difference in the shape of the leading edges of
the two airfoil sections. The static thrust has appar-
ently not reached its peak at OO.
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CONSIDERATIONS Iii APPLYING NEGATIVE TERUST
AND TORQUE DATA TO THE SOLUTION OF

PROBLEMS

130eftlcients, —The thrust coefficient T. is especially
suited to a negative-thrust analysis because it does not
involve the engine speed and because of its aimihrity
to the usual drag coefficient. It is not convenient to
use the normal propeIIer thrust coefficient CT= TJpn2P
because Cr approaches infinity as nD/V approtiches
zero, and difEcuIty in plotting arises. With the diam-
eter and -reIocity known, the thrust may be easiIy
calculated for any value of T~

Effect of engine.-In most problems involwing nega-
tive thrust, the propeller is mounted on an airpkme
engine, which may be “dead” (switch off and being
turned over against its own friction), partly throttled, or
operating at full throttle. The main difficulty in
calculating the negative thrust of a propelkw operating
under any given condition, especially the one where it is
turning a dead engine, is found in determinhg the
engine speed. k the special case of the “freewheeling”
propeUer, the thrust coeliicient is easily found, it being
the value corresponding to the nD/V where the torque
coefEcient is zero. When the propeller is turning a dead
engine, however, the revolution speed depends upon the
friction torque of the engine, which is itself an extremely
variable quantity.

The coei3cient Q..—In reference 5 it was pointed out
that &~ht tests indicated the rotational speeds of pro-
pellers turning dead engines on muhkngine airplanes
to be from 35 to 50 percent of rated engine speed. It
was also pointed out that, through this range of engine
speeds, the fricticm torque of the average airplane engine
n@ht. be represented by an equation of the follow@
type:

Qr=LA’A(I +kzh)/ kJG. R.

where A is the engine displacement, cu. in.
Arg, crankshaft revolution speed, r. p. m.
G. R., the ratio of propeller speed to crankshaft speed.
kI, kz, and 13, approprhte constants.
For a pmticukw engine and at a gi-ren altitude h, the

equation is simplified to:

Q.f~~=constant (K)

This approximation was used in reference 5 to develop
t-he following form of coefficient:

This “i-dation maybe put in a more useful form:

Qn=17,200)4/;
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where Q~is engine friction tmque (considered negative),

ft.-lb.
iV, propeller revolution speed, r. p.m.
V,, air speed, m.p.h.
CT,relative density, PIW

PO,masa demb of the W at sea leveL SbS Per
cu. ft.

h references 3 and 5, charts are presented having
thrust coefficient T. plotted against Q,. Thus, when
the -ralue of QJn is known for the engine in question, the
vaIue of Q,, at any given altitude and for any given
propeller diameter, ~ depend only on the mlocity.
The plot of T. against Q* then becomes, for any par-
ticdar case, a plot of the thrust against the inverse of
the -reloci&. It appears IikeIy, from the friction data
ahown in references 3 and 5, that the usefulness of the
relation Qf/AT,=K will extend o-rer a greater range of
engine speeds than previoudy indicated.

The Q= mocMcation to negative-thrust charts,-In
the present report it is shown that a slight modification
of the usual plots of T. and Q. against nD/V will pro-
vide the equivalent of a plot of T. against Q,t such as
given in references 3 and 5.

The necessary modification to the usurd charts is

Q.qMned as follows: Since Q.= ~= it is cIear that

the 10CUSof all points having a singIe due of Q= may
be represented on plota of Q. against nD/~ (figs. 3 to
9) by a straight line passing through the origin. The
position of this Iine for any particular value of Q= is
easily deterr@ned on the chart from the fact that Q==

Qc where, $=1. Although the position of this line is

easi.Iy determined, a scale, or rather a director Iine, has
been placed on each chart shoviing the intersections of
the Qmlines for various -wdues of Q,.

In actual use a straightedge placed from the origin to
the desired value of Q. on the scale wilI permit values of
the coe5cients to be read without drawing the line.

Examples of use of Q%.-As an mamp]e, suppose the
friction torque of the engine and the velocity a_re such
as to make the value of Q.= —0.0019 and that it is
desired to find the due of T. at a bIade angle of 20°.
The solution of this problem is indicated in figure 7.
The broken line O–C represents a constant due of
Q=. Where this Iine intersects the 20° blade-angle
curve at point D, project up idong the line D-D” to
the point D“. The Tc coordinate of the point D“ is
the desired value.

The propeller speed may be calculated from the value
of nD/V at point D’ as foIIovrs:

nD T“lX 83
L>’=7 —

_tD
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FRICTION TORQUE OF ENGINES been extrapolated to bring t.~]emto 1,000 r; p, m; From
Relation to problems.—In many cases the friction of these curves may be judged the quality of tho assump-

the engine has a large eflect on the values of thrust tion that the friction torque is a linear function of N,
coefficient under which the propeller operates. It is which can be represented by the relation Q1/N,=.K for
then obvious that, for the ready use of the data herein any prtrtictiar engine. This equation indicates that
presented, some information regarding the friction the torque for any engine mmy bo represented by a
torque of engines is required. As particular and exact straight line through the origin, as the ono drown in fur
engine-friction~data are seldom available for the solu- engine 3 in figure 14.
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FIOURE14.—Frlction-forquecurves for eight typkal alrphne er@r@s.

tion of negative-thrust problems, it is considered
necessary to include in this report sticient data to
permit an intdigent estimate-of friction torque to be
made.

Engine-friction data .—Figure 14 shows friction-
torque curves, obtained from w-mious sources, for eight
modern aircraft engines covering a fairly wide range of

power and displacement, Some of these curves have

The curves in figure 14 indicate that this approxima-
tion is not far wrong for values of N, from 1,000 to
2,2oO and for the temperature and pressure conditions
under which the tests were run. It is certuin, however}
that this approximation doea not hold at low vrducs
of N, for it assumes that the torque becomes zero nt
N,=O. The torque does not become mm ot iV,=Ol
as is indicated by the extrapolated curve for engine 4,
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and there is evidence to show that this deviation be-
comes greater m the temperature decreases. Fort u-
nately, however, the deviation from the linear formula
in the range of low engine speeds usually occurs in a
range of blade angles where large changes in torque
cause but small changes in thrust coefficient and also
where the -dues of thrust coefficimts am 1O-Wso that,
although the reIative error may be large, the absolute
value of the error is smalI.

It is also seen that, at I@h dues of engine speed
(above 2,000 r. p. m.), the friction torque increases
faster than the st,raight-hne awunption, so that, in
prcblems involving high values of AT. (fast dives), it
will be advisable to irmease QJN. by a srrd amount.

Estimation of a va’lue of Qr/No-On the assumption
that the friction torque can be determined by the equa-
tion Qr= ANJT, it is clear that a plot. of QJN, against
displacement A for a group of engines should be a
straight line Me the dotted line, taken from figure 5
of reference 3, in the lower plot in figure 14.

Straight lines were drawn through the friction torque
curves, as illustrated for enatie 3 (fig. 14), and the
values of Qf/Na represented by t.lmse Iines were plotted
against A in the lower chart. The solid faired line
through these points may possibly provide a more accu-
rate selection of Qf/N, -dues than the broken line from
reference 3.

Where no specific friction data are available, a. rea-
sanable estimate of the value of Qf/N., for any engine,
may be obtained from this curve. Ii the case of a
geared engine, QJN. must be converted to QJN when
calculating the coefEcient Q=.

Applicability of friction data,-The friction torque of
engines wn-ies with many factors; such as the mechan-
ical condition of the engine, the cylinder barrel and oiI
temperature+ the barometric pressure, the throttle open-
ing, the oiI viscosity, and the gear ratio.

In the selection of a value of QJNC from figure 14,
some alIovmnce should properly be made for these fac-
tors. Some of the factors, however, tend to cancel
each other; some, such as mechanical condition, have
an unpredictable effect; and others have but a small
effect. In general, there will probably be little justiii-
cation for making any corrections but, under extreme
conditions, these factors should not be overbooked.

The effect of altitude is to reduce the friction torque
(pumping losses), but. this gain is balanced by the in-
creased friction due to the 10VKWtemperatures existing
at the higher altitudes. Corrections for altitude are
therefore unnecessary inmost cases. Gearing an engine
should not ahr the fiction torque by more than 10 to
20 percent at rated engine speed. Changes in tempera-
ture will have a considerable effect and may change the
spetic friction torque QJA by as much as 0.004 per 10°
F. change in outside-air temperature. It is beyond the
scope of this report to con~&ler in detail the quantitative
aspects of the effech of the many factors that affect the
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friction torque of engines. Considerable information
of this nature is given in reference 6.

APPLICATION OF NEGATIVE TERUST AND TORQUE
DATA

The dedopment of the controllable propeller has
greatly increased the opportunities for using the nega-
tive thrust of a propeller to advantage or, in other in-
stances, for a~oiding the bad effects of negative thrust
at one blade angle by changing to another angle where
these effects are less severe. Some of the ways in
which negative thrust and torque data may be used to
deal with such probkms are given in the following
para=-phs.

DEAGOF PROPELLER03- DZAD KSGIIiE OF A MLITIZSGLNE
AmPLANz

One problem of interest to the operators of muhi-
engine airplanes concerns the question of flying with
one or more engines dead. In this situation it is
necessary to reduce the drag of the airplane to a
minimum so that the power of the remaining engines
will be sticient to maintain the rdtitude required to
cIear alI obstacles on the path to the nearest airport. It
is of considerable interest, therefore, to know just where
to set the bIade angle of the dead-engine propelIer to
absorb the least power. Such problems may be readily -
solved by tie data given in this report.

Example.—An example of one such problem is car- —
ried through to show the method of at tacli. The
assumed conditions are as follows:

Airplane flying at 135 miles per hour with one engine
dead.

Engines (2)—750 horsepower; A= 1,500 cubic inches;
.N=1,450; AT.=2,000.

PropelIem-R. A. F. 6 section; 3 blades; 1l-foot
diameter.

Altitude-5,000 feet; u= O.8W!; Q~Na= –0.09 from
ligure 14; QJN= –0.1715 and, after adding 10 percent “
for gearing, becomes –0.1885.

Q1/ilT 17,200 X–0m86=_0 0019
~=17,200x~=~.862x~14x135 ., .

In figure 7 the line representing Q, is drawn in (line
O-C) and its intersection with the Q. curve for any
blade angle represents the value of Q. for that partictiar
blade angle and the corresponding value of T. may be
obtained by projecting up from this intersection to the
T. curve for the corresponding blade angle (line D–D”).

As previously pointed out, the assumption that the
friction torque approaches zero at low dues of N,
(low values of nD/~~ does not hold very well, though
the absolute value of the error resulting from this as-
sumption is small. As an added refinement, this error
may be reduced as foIIows:

Estimate the value of friction torque at N,=O and
from it caIcdate a value of Q. at which the propeller
wdl stop turning. From that point on the Q. ordinate

.-. —..
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scale, project horizontally along a line of constant Q.
until nn intersection is made with the previously drmvn
mdial line of constant Q@(such as line A–B intersecting

Iine O–C at B). No-iv the locus of the desired points is
assumed to be line A–B–C rather than the radial line
O-C used in the less-refined method.

The value of the static friction torque will probnbly
lie somewhere b~tween 20 percent and 6(J percent of

320
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FUHJEElS.-OalculatM POWWrcqu!red to Overmme tbe dmg of a dead enE@ Ml@
rind lookM3pro@kr, at 186m. P. h. on a tmnspmt afmdane. Propelk 6W%R$
8 bIodes,n-foot diamebw.

the friction torque a.t rated engine speed depending
upon the engine temperatures.

In this example a value of 34 percent is used which,
at 135 miles per hour, gives a value of Q,= —0.000877
and the projectad Iine on the chart in figure 7 is the
line A–B.

The rest of the calculations may conveniently be put
in tnbular form:

$.1 1

10 0.mos L08
.mlm .$37

: .00167 .s26
28 .00182 .692
30 .lml12 .5E3
40 . (W!877 .423

.m :%
# :gg

.100
I , 1

-T.

0:LT#

.02s)

.0166

.Olm

.OoM

.0087
mJMfJ

–T.
(lb.) (– $#j37S)

270.0
14J:

bio
$:

18:0
16.2
12.6

The results are plotted in figure 15 rdong with those

()for the same propeller when locked $= O “ For this

particular exampIe, it is seen that, through the grenter
part of the blade-angle range, the power required to
overcome the drag of the locked propeIler is considerably
greater than for the windmilling condition. It is also
seen that most of the benefit gained from increasing the
blade angle on the windm.illi.ng propeller is obtained at

35° or 40°, which is not fnr above tho normal opernting
range. In case the e@ne fnils in such a manner that it
locks or if it is desired to stop the rota[iou to prevent
damage to the airplnne or the engine, it wiJI bo nccessmy
to feather the propellcw to about S5° to 90° whcro it will
stop turning and nt the snme time have a very low dr~g.

THE USE OF PROPELLER BRAKING EFFECT IN REDUCING DIWN(I
SPEEDS

The rnpicl development in tho aerodynamic clcrmncss
of modern airplanw has resulted in a lingo incrmso in
their terminal diving speeds; in fact, it is questionabIo
whether some of them could resist the dcstrurtive forces
to which such a dive would subject them. Most tiir-
planes .nre not called upon to mnke such dives but in
certnin militnry mnneuvers, such us divo lmmbing, tho
vertical or nearly vertictd dive is a routine requirement,

The mcurncy of dive bombing is mlversely nffcctcd
by the high diving speeds, and various methods of slow-
ing up the divo have been considered. Some of these
methods depend upon a split structural surface, such
ns a strut or wing flnp, which opens up to produce WI
effective air brake.

The nirplnne is already equipped with L conwmicnt
nml very rugged mechanism for producing a lnrgo posi-
tive or negative thrust. The cont,rolltiblo propeller, if
set at low blade angles, will provide n very effccthw nir

<
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FIGURE 16.—OalcuMad values ef twmlnfd yelodty and engine up?edfor s m@lorn
pur$idtairplane. Vertkal deseent;8,~foet altitud~ Wade pmpdlor.

brake, as is shown by the. curves in figure l& TINJ
curves ..were obt.tiiued from the test datti by a method
that will shortly be explained, They represent t ho
terminal velocity and engine speed for tho moilcrn
pursuit airplane, shown in figure 17, for various l.Jtidc-
angle settings of its 3-blnde cent.rollnble propclh,
The effects of compressibility on both airplnno and
propeIler have been neglcctcd. In the important p~rt
of the curves (low blade angles), these effects tiro smnll.
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This airplane with its propelIer set at 35° has a
terminal velocity of 565 miles per hour; whereas at 2°
its vefocity has dropped to 277 miles per hour, or to 49
percent of its value at 35°. It will be notied that tie
engine speed rises to excessive values at blade angles
around 15°. These destructive engine speeds can be
avoided by settiqg the blade angle somewhere between
5° and 0° before the dive is started, indicating that a
quick-acting pitch-control mechanism wouId be ad-
vantageous.

If still more braking effect is required, the propeller
may be set to negative angles and engine power applied.

Method of wdculating V,.-Although the method of
calculating terminal velocity still iemains a cut-and-try
prooess, it is made considerably easier by the uss of the

rdation #=A’ and the coefficient Q.. The basic

formula fo; a vertical dive is as follows:

where
V,, termimd ~ebcity, f. p.s.
W, weight of airpkme, lb.
K=PD

*L=r )arasite drag
U$J7~

J equivalent pariisite area.

From this formula, Tt may be calculated as follows:
1. hewing Qr/lV, (horn fig. 14), estimate a value of

V, and calculate Q*.
2. From suitable charts (figs. 3 to 9) obtain a value

of T. for the desired blade angle.
3. Substitute T. in terminal-velocity formula and

obtain V~ calculated.
4. If V, estimated does not equal V, circulated,

make a new estimate and repeat.
With a little experience two trials shotid be sufficient..

The value of engine speed is obtained in the usual way
from the value of nD/V (such as point D’, @ 7).

Stability in dive.-The destabilizing tied of a
braking propeller is fiequentIy brought up as an argu-
ment against the use of the propelIer ‘m a brake in
reducing the terminal velocity of airphines. The
question -wilI be britiy considered here in reIation to
the directiomd stabtity of the airphme. The stability
in pitch presents a similar problem that may become
critical if the center of gravity is displaced far from the
t.brust axis.

In a vertical dive with brakiug propeller, the negati~e
thrust of the propeUer wilI normally act upward in the
w.rtical plane through the center of gravity. If a small
displacement in yaw occurs, as shown in figure 17,
the thrust and gravity forces @l produce an upsetting
couple that must be balanced by a lateral aerodynamic
force on h and fusdage. The situation is aggravated
by the 10SSof energy in the slipstream, vrhich usually
passea over the tail surfaces.

h emmination of forces and moments acting on the
iirplane, the diving characteristics of which are shown
in figure 16, fl be given as an example.

The upsetting-moment slope for a smaLl displacement ‘--
is given by the relation

where
N, yawing moment, ft.-lb.
#, angle of yaw, deg.
~1, distance from center of gravity to propeller

disk, 6.5 ft.
For the aikpkme operating with a blade angle of 5°,

/

T1

/

FIGUEE 17.—AJrRbIMin nxtfcsl dire .$Iowiug onsfabk eEect cnnse&by rmopelk.c
when used as a brnke. SpaIISw feet; m!ghh 4rlW0POnu@ wo@ler dfameter, 10
feaGSblades.

T’C=2T’J12q0, where Te is —0.106, D is 10 feet, and q~
is the dynamic pressure.

Therefore

The nornd stabilizing yawing moment for this
airplane may be taken from Diehl (reference 7) who
gives as a reasonable vahe for directiomd stability:

d(9G, =0.00005XWbq,
vihere

W is the weight.
h, the span.

and ql, the dyntic pressure.
For this exmde
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Owing to the reduced velocity in the slipstream of tha
braking propeller, gl<g~ so that the upsetting-moment
and the righting-moment slopes, as expressed in the
foregoing formulas, cannot be directly compared.

The ratios of these two values of q may be obtained
from the following slipstream-velocity formula:

ql_~2 =1+2.545TC
<–P

where w is the air velocity in the slipstream and 1’
is the ve~ocity of the airplane, which in this example
is 285 miles pm hour.

For this airplane, then,

~=1+(2.545X-0.106) =0.73
!ZO

Therefore
W

()D,
=7.9 xo.73xqll=5.77qo

and the resilting slope of the yawing-moment curve
with the propeller operating as ‘a brake is

and the airplane is found to be stable by a good margin.
From this brief analysis, one should say that little
trouble from directional instability wiII be encountered
in a dive where the propeller is being used as a brake
udess the airplane was originally designed with little
lateral stability.

This conclusion seems to agree with the evidence
obtained in the dive tests reported in reference 2, where
no instability was noted even when the propeller was

producing its maximum braking eftect. T& evidence,
however, must not be taken as enti.dy conclusive, for
it represent onIy two specific examplw. It is con-
ceivable that conditions of airplane weight, propeller-
braking effect, and the basic stabiIity of the airpkine
ccdd be such that trouble from directional instability
might be ditlicult to avoid.

.-

GLIDE CONTROL AND EEDUCXION IN LANDING RUN

There are a number of situations in the flight range
of every airplane where an air brake could be used to
advantage. With the great increase in functional
flexibility given to the propeller through recently
acquired control mechanism, the propeIIer now provides
an ideaI air brake; if the propeller is set at negative
blade angles and engine power is applied, it becomes a
powerful, though qicely controlled, power brake,
which need not rely on the speed of the airplane for
braking power.

One situation in which a power brake could be used
to advantuge on an airplane is in the glide b a landing
and tilso during the landing ground run. In these
situations it ia conceivable that the use of the propellers
as brakes would find its best application in muItiwqgine
airplanes. Consider, for example, the new 4-engine

transport and bombing airphmes. The landing distance
of such airplanes is excessive and only a certain few
fields throughout the country are large enough to ac-
commodate them. It is entirely possilh that their
landing distances (glide over 50-foot obstnclo+grouud
run) could be reduced one-third to one-half by tho USG
of propeller braking power. The blade angles of tho
two outboard propellers could bo set to ncgntivc wducs
of 15° or 20° before the landing glide started and tho
blade angles of the inboard propellers lefb in tlwir
normal take-off position so that--in an emergency the
airplnne could fly off again on these two engines, By
a diflerentird use o! the throttlos for tho inbmrd
(thrust-producing) and outboard (braking) engines a
very nice control of the glido pIItb could I.Mobtnincd,
thus making spot landings possiblo and mnking tho
best use of lnnding-field size.

Once on the ground the pilot could open his braking
engirw wide and reduce tho ground run by n largo
amount. The sum of both of thcm mnncuvers would
reduce the lnnding disttinco by 25 to 50 pcrcmt. Thcro
is a possibility, of courm, that the rcduccd vclocity in
the slipstream of the braking propellers might have a
bad effect on the wing lift or on the cooling of tho
engines.

The following table presents the results of kmding-
run calculations that wem made to show the cflcct on
the total distance to land over a 50-foot ubstuclo of
using @e propellers as power brakes. TIM esamplo
Dirplane was a fictitious 4-engine transport huving a
gross weight of 32,000 pounds nnd a lnnding spcccl of
100 feet per second. Calculations were mado for two
conditions of Ianding, as follows: (1) whero tho pro-
pellers were producing no thrust or drug during the
glide and ground run; and (2) where tha four propclle~
were producing thrust as indicated in figure 18, i. c.,
the inboard propellers producing zero thrust and tho
outboard propellers 2,000 pounds ncgntivo thrust each.
The value of L/D=8 was msumcci for landing, with
flaps and Ianding gear down and uo propeller thrust.

Fl=EEF.
k the foregoing table -y is the gliding angle; 11is tho

distance from the obstacle to the point of contnct with
the ground; nnd & is the ground run. In the last col-
umn, the ratio of the total distance to the total clktnnce
for case 1 is shown. It is observed thnt in this cnso tho
glide angle has been nearly doubled and the total landing
distance reduced by 37 percent by the usc of propdhm
as pomr brakes. If all four propellers had bcon used
as brakes, the landing distance could ham been rciluccd
still more.
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LONG-RANGE OPERATION

A difEcuIt probkm in the design of efficient long-

range airpIanes is that of obtaining sufficient power for
the take-off and at the same time obtaining a Iow rate
of fueI consumption at the low power output necesmy
for cruisii at maximum ~/17. Frequently the engims
are throt tied so much at cruising speed that high rates
of fuel consumption result. Several methods of com-
bating this difficulty are avaiIable, three of which
fouom”:

1. By the use of catapults, which is perhaps the most
efficient method but requirw an elaborate outIay of
equipment.

2. By designing for high-altitude @h*, where masi-
mum L/Ll occurs at higher velocities. The gain here
must be paid for in terms of supercharger povier for
engines and cabin, added supercharger, propeller, and
structural weight.

3. By the use of a controllable propelIer, the bIade
angles for cruisii may be increased and at the same
time the throttle opened to marntain the desired engine
speed. This method is frequently used but its use is
Iimited by engine-operating restrictions and by the
fact that it usually entails a loss in propeller efficiency,
which tends to offset the lower rate of fuel consumption.

As indicated, these methods have their limitations
and it is not the purpose of this report to take them up
in detail. It is not out of place, howewr, to suggest
another, though not a new method, which has some
connection with the subject of this report.

This plan, applicable to muItiengine airphmes, con-
sists mereIy in cutting out one or more engines after
the take-off has been accomplished and feathering the
dead-engine propelIem to some angle around 85° to 90°
where they fl not turn and where the power required
to o-rercome their drag WW be very smaII. Combining
this method with method 3 should result in a worth-
while decrease in fueI load and a corresponding increase
in pay Ioad over that obtained with method 3 aIone.

Consider, as an example, the case of a 4-engine flying
boat having a high speed of 190 miles per hour but
which, in long transoceanic flights, cruises at 35 per-
cent power at a speed of about 125 mik per hour.
Other specifications for the airplane are as follows:

Engines (4)—rated 850 horsepower at 1,450 r. p.m.
Propellers-3 bIades; 1l-foot diameter; contrcdlable

through 90”.
In long-distance cruising, assume that the engine

speed is reduced to 950 r. p. m., or 65.5 percent of rated
speed, and that the propeIIer and the throttle are ad-
justed to give 53.4 percent of rated torque. The cruis-
ing power is then 35 percent of rated power and the rate
of fueI consumption (from fig. 7 of reference 8) is found
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to be 0.56 pound per horsepower-hour. The propelIer
efficiency for cruising is 84 percent.

Now assume that two engines are cut out and their
propellers set at 90°. The torque of the other engines
is raised to 80 percent of rated torque and the engine
speed to 1,270 r. p. m., or s7.5 percent of rated speed.
The cruising power is now 70 percent of the rated power
but the propeller efficiency drops to 82 percent. The
fuel consumption, however, drops to 0.485 pound per
horsepower-hour. The two dead propellers absorb 18
horsepower, which is equkdent to decreasing the efE-
ciency of the working propellers by 1.5 percent or ta a
value of 82—1.5 =80.5 percent. The required fueI load
for the two cases is directly proportional to their specific
fuel consumption and inversely proportional to their

Propeller thrust
for cuse 2 11

2,000lb —

O ib- —

@
~

O lb. —

2,000 lb. —

u
propelkrefficiencies,so that the requiredfueI load with

0.435 84.0
the two engines dead is ~ X~5=90.5 percent of

the fueI Ioad required for the normal cruising condi-
tion. The 9.5 percent saving in fuel load (or increase
in pay load] would amount to about 950 pounds on a
2,000 -miIe flight. The results of such a comparison
depend a great deal on the assumed values of en=gine
torque and engine speed; howerer, in this exampIe the
assumed vihms of these variabks are considered rea-
sonable. Other cases may be found where the saving
is either ~eater or 1sss than in this example.
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An obvious disadvantage of this method is the in-
oreassd wear on the operating engines, though this dis-
advantage may be offset by the absence of wear on the
dead engines.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
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